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When the women behind the popular blog Three Many Cooks gather in the busiest room in the
house, there are never too many cooks in the kitchen. Now acclaimed cookbook author Pam
Anderson and her daughters, Maggy Keet and Sharon Damelio, blend compelling reflections
and well-loved recipes into one funny, candid, and irresistible book.Together, Pam, Maggy, and
Sharon reveal the challenging give-and-take between mothers and daughters, the passionate
belief that food nourishes both body and soul, and the simple wonder that arises from good
meals shared. Pam chronicles her epicurean journey, beginning at the apron hems of her
grandmother and mother, and recounts how a cultural exchange to Provence led to twenty-five
years of food and friendship. Firstborn Maggy rebelled against the family’s culinary ways but
eventually found her inner chef as a newlywed faced with the terrifying reality of cooking dinner
every night. Younger daughter Sharon fell in love with food by helping her mother work, lending
her searing opinions and elbow grease to the grueling process of testing recipes for Pam’s
bestselling cookbooks.Three Many Cooks ladles out the highs and lows, the kitchen disasters
and culinary triumphs, the bitter fights and lasting love. Of course, these stories would not be
complete without a selection of treasured recipes that nurtured relationships, ended feuds, and
expanded repertoires, recipes that evoke forgiveness, memory, passion, and perseverance:
Pumpkin-Walnut Scones, baked by dueling sisters; Grilled Lemon Chicken, made legendary by
Pam’s father at every backyard cookout; Chicken Vindaloo that Maggy whipped up in a boat
galley in the Caribbean; Carrot Cake obsessively perfected by Sharon for the wedding of friends;
and many more.Sometimes irreverent, often moving, always honest, this collection illustrates
three women’s individual and shared search for a faith that confirms what they know to be true:
The divine is often found hovering not over an altar but around the stove and kitchen table. So
hop on a bar stool at the kitchen island and join them to commiserate, laugh, and, of course, eat!
Praise for Three Many Cooks“This beautiful book is a stirring, candid, powerful celebration of
mothers, daughters, and sisters, and of family, food, and faith. The stories are relatable and real,
and are woven perfectly with the time-tested, mouthwatering recipes. I loved every page, every
word, and am adding this to the very small pile of books in my life that I know I’ll pick up and read
again and again.”—Ree Drummond, New York Times bestselling author of The Pioneer Woman
Cooks
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IntroductionSome people plan what they are going to do when they get together; our family
plans what we are going to eat. Pam and her husband, David, both grew up in households where
food was revered and big meals were the main event. Then they had Maggy and Sharon, who
happily clung to their mother’s apron strings, eating and learning in her busy kitchen. Maggy
married Andy, Sharon married Anthony, and the love affair with cooking and eating became a
family passion.Last Memorial Day, the six of us were going to be together for the first time in six
months. We had three days and four nights together just waiting to be filled with great food,



sublime wines, and killer cocktails. Since half the pleasure is in the yearning, we began plotting
and relishing each breakfast, lunch, cocktail hour, and dinner.Pam, who was hosting the whole
group, started the email chain weeks in advance, inviting ideas and cravings. After an initial flurry
of food fantasies, Sharon cut and pasted everything into a Word document, which started
whizzing back and forth with edits. Bargaining commenced.“Can we switch fried chicken to
Saturday dinner? No one wants to eat cold chicken at a picnic.”“Wild mushroom chowder feels
heavy for our first night, so what about Italian Wedding Soup?”“Gin and tonics are boring and
I’ve got loads of fresh mint. Let’s make juleps for Friday’s cocktail hour.”Fifty-three. That’s how
many emails it takes three cooks—a mother and her two adult daughters—to figure out what
they are going to make and savor over one long weekend.Perhaps we are slightly obsessive
about eating and drinking. Maybe we need a shrink to tell us that letting food shape every aspect
of our lives together and apart isn’t “normal.” But it’s probably too late for therapy. We love food,
period. Pam is a veteran cookbook author, and all three of us run the food blog Three Many
Cooks. But it’s more than that.We cook (and eat!) because it brings us incredible joy. Because
sitting down to a meal we’ve made—whether it’s Southern fried chicken, quinoa salad, or a dry
martini and a pile of cheese and crackers—gives us plain and simple pleasure. We cook
because nothing compares to the scent of onions and garlic sautéing in olive oil, and because
we secretly love the scars on our hands (and the accompanying stories) that prove we’re
culinary warriors. We cook because the best conversations always happen when we’ve got a
piece of counter space, a sharp knife, a stiff drink, and a job to do. And because somehow the
ability to nourish ourselves and others makes us feel humble and powerful at the same time.We
cook because we come from a long line of men and women who showed us the value of good
food shared, people who—despite our flaws and differences—could always find common
ground cutting into a homemade cake and having a cup of coffee. When we’re in the kitchen
making the dishes they taught us from memory, we can feel that cloud of witnesses hovering
over us—reminding us to leave the butter in the freezer just a little bit longer before making that
piecrust, giving us the side-eye when we try to make it too fancy, smiling as we wash our ziplock
bags to reuse them (again), and urging us to “just get in there and do it, already” when we don’t
feel like cooking much of anything.We cook, finally, because we feel a deep need to do it. We are
women with an innate desire to feed people, and of that we are not ashamed.This book is a
collection of stories about our incredible, messy, hilarious, powerful, screwed-up, delicious, and
life-changing love affair with food, with one another, and with the people we have come to
cherish. It’s full of stories that explore our past and present, from the sweltering farms of central
Alabama and the white dunes of the Florida Panhandle to the quiet woods of Bucks County,
Pennsylvania; from the humming streets of Chicago and New York City to the sunny strangeness
of southern France and Malawi. Over a handful of decades and in dozens of kitchens, we have
made the moments and the meals that have shaped us. Along with our stories, we offer the
recipes that really mean something to us—the ones we can’t live without, the ones we can’t wait
to share, the ones that are so simple it seems silly, and the ones that we still can’t believe we



have mastered.Glorious food is sometimes the most important aspect of an experience. More
often it’s little more than the catalyst for the really good stuff—great laughs, long talks, strong
relationships. As diligently as we planned that Memorial Day weekend, life intervened. When
Sharon and Anthony’s flight got delayed first by minutes, then by hours, and then finally diverted
to another airport, we resigned ourselves to the fact that the cozy and relaxing evening of
homemade soup, bread, fresh fruit, and plentiful wine was a fantasy.When everyone finally
arrived bleary-eyed at the house it was close to midnight. We could have simply opted to
collapse into our beds and save the celebrating for more civil hours, but we didn’t. We all knew
our parts in this ongoing story, and we got to work. Pam and Maggy went to the kitchen to
assemble a gorgeous board of cheeses, olives, and meats. David set to work washing the prep
dishes, while Andy cued up some good music. Sharon started unpacking the goodies she’d
brought from down South, and Anthony headed straight for the bar to start mixing up cocktails
for the group.By the time we all gathered around the coffee table by the fireplace, half of us
sitting on couches and the other half on the floor, it was nearly 1:00 A.M. Fatigue be damned, we
all raised a glass to making plans and breaking them and to all the meals, great and small, that
bring us together.In our experience, a meaningful life doesn’t just happen. You have to build it
with the blocks you have. Blocks from the past and present, ones that represent moments of
both light and shadow. Though we’ve got plenty of materials for building, most of our blocks are
made of simple stuff: food, family, and faith.As writers, we’ve discovered that we only find real
meaning as we write it—turning ideas over in our heads, plucking the perfect word from the air,
reliving the moment in print. As cooks, our lives just don’t seem real or right unless we’re making
food that nourishes us and the ones we love. Our greatest moments wouldn’t be the same
without the meals that made them happen, or the people who taught us how to cook. Loving
food and words, almost in equal measure, we have come to understand who we are and what
we’re doing on this blue-green marble by cooking our way to good food and strong family, and
then writing about it. This collection of stories and recipes is our attempt to put the pieces
together. We invite you to join us and, ultimately, to do the same.

1.History of a CookpamAs a veteran food writer and recipe developer, I am often asked how I
learned to cook. My grandmother, mother, and aunt—all Southern women from the last century—
were accomplished cooks and taught me to follow suit. But it was my father who taught me how
to eat, how to relish a meal, how to savor friends and family, have one more helping, steal one
last morsel. Oddly—or perhaps inevitably—it was my father, a recovering alcoholic since before I
was born, who taught me how to drink. Not by ever offering me a glass of Cabernet with my
steak, but by helping me to embrace a world of big, bold flavors around a rollicking table, so that
my love of food and wine was assured.All of that came later, however. As a child, I learned to
cook in three distinctly Southern kitchens—one on the Florida Panhandle and two in southern
Alabama—at the elbow of those women, beginning with my mother. Mom didn’t love the kitchen,
but she was a good Southern woman, which meant she cooked. Every day. Never a breakfast



person herself, she ritually served up the Southern classic plate of bacon, eggs, grits, and toast
for Dad and me every morning. For herself, she’d fold a piece of dry toast over a strip of bacon or
sausage for what she called a “bend-over sandwich.” Her favorite breakfast was leftover garlic
toast from one of Dad’s grilled dinners the night before. I was never sure whether she loved the
garlic toast or just felt good about getting rid of something no one else wanted to eat.Following in
the farming tradition, where they serve their big meal midday, Mom started preparing lunch right
after breakfast. “Dinner,” we called it. She didn’t quite have a set menu for each day of the week,
but she definitely had her standard meat-and-three repertoire. Lots of chicken—with dressing,
with dumplings. Plenty of fried—fish, pork chops, and more chicken. She slow cooked pot roast
at least once a week.Our vegetables, always wonderfully long-simmered and pork-flavored,
rarely changed. On summer trips back from Mama Skipper and Grandaddy’s farm in Alabama,
I’d sit in the front seat between Mom and Dad to make room for the sheet-covered backseat
mounded with fresh field peas, corn, butterbeans, and okra, which we shelled and shucked and
cut until we regretted our greediness. What we didn’t enjoy right away got put up in the Buick-
size chest freezer, which ate up half our patio. Throughout winter Mom would supplement our
seasonal collards, mustard greens, rutabagas, and turnips with a package of summer’s
treasures from the deep freeze.There was a pan of hot corn bread at nearly every meal, and at
least three times a week Mom made meringue pie, banana pudding, or one of her famous
chocolate, coconut, or caramel cakes. When the homemade dessert ran out, there was always a
carton of ice cream, which she and I would finish off together as a reward for defrosting the
freezer.Dad, who was the building inspector for our little town and never more than a ten-minute
drive away, came home at noon. Before I started school, and then during summer breaks, the
three of us sat down together for “dinner,” the sumptuous noon feast. Frequently Mom and Dad
would entertain missionaries or an evangelist preaching at our church, and Dad would pick me
up from school so I could share the meal with these honored guests. In our little-town version of
Mayberry, we were fascinated by missionaries on furlough from Pakistan who could say, “Good
morning” and quote John 3:16 in Urdu. This was about the only time my very practical mother
ever bothered to set the table with a starched tablecloth and napkins, along with her china,
crystal, and silver.After the morning chore of getting the big meal on the table, Mom could relax
a little. She might need to slice up some tomatoes or make another gallon of iced tea, but supper
was simply warmed-up leftovers from the big meal.People often define themselves as cooks or
bakers. For Mom, there was no such distinction—it was all the same to her—but her cautious,
methodical personality made her a fine baker. She was most content in the kitchen standing next
to her whirring mixer, cake batter poised to pour into waxed paper–lined cake pans. Mom’s
oldest sister, Juliaette, recognized her talent and often tasked her with baking cakes for our big
family gatherings.Mom was the youngest of ten siblings—five sisters, five brothers—who all
lived in Alabama. For the holidays our little family of three, along with everyone else, gathered at
the home of the family-appointed matriarch, Aunt Juliaette. She was queen of her bustling
kitchen, and the younger sisters took orders, moving from duty in her kitchen to breaks around



her table, a dance that started early morning and didn’t stop until we went to bed. We all
squeezed in at the table for meals, but in between there was always a gathered cluster
whispering family secrets or telling well-worn stories, nibbling on sweets and smoking cigarettes,
always with a cup of coffee or glass of iced tea in hand.Aunt Juliaette was both a forceful cook
and a solid baker. Accordingly, she was bossy, opinionated, and a little prickly. She was the first
to see the budding cook in me, and at a young age I made it into her culinary inner circle. For my
first cooking lesson she handed me an onion and asked me to peel and chop it. As I tried
carefully to slip off the paper-thin layer, I half expected her to bark at me for taking so long.
Instead, she tenderly suggested it’d go much faster if I just pulled off the first layer of flesh along
with the tissue-y skin. She was gently amused watching the tears stream down my cheeks as I
chopped. She died before I got my first cooking job, but I think she would have been proud.We
shared our holiday time with Mama Skipper and Grandaddy, Dad’s parents who lived about thirty
miles south of Montgomery in La Pine. Whereas Montgomery was Alabama’s second largest
city, La Pine was a town of a hundred dirt farmers. My paternal grandparents lived in a shack that
had been added on to and gussied up into a “house,” but it was still primitive. The electrical
system was a spiderweb of extension cords over ceilings and uninsulated walls. A real bathroom
had been added on, but my grandfather considered it a womanly concession to modernity and
refused to use it. He shaved from a bowl on the back porch and did his business in the
outhouse.Visits to my grandmother’s simple kitchen were always memorable. Annie Skipper was
a gifted country cook. Like Aunt Juliaette, Mama Skipper must have intuited a fellow cook
because she patiently taught me how to pan-fry chicken in a cast-iron skillet that she covered
with a borrowed glass lid from another pan, and how to make biscuits from the ready bowl of
flour stored underneath the open counter. I watched as she mixed in lard and buttermilk by sight
and feel. As she dropped the free-form balls of dough into the pan, it was my job to knuckle them
into plump discs.As a child I never understood why Mom called her mother-in-law “Mrs. Skipper.”
Only later did I find out she was not Mama Skipper’s first choice for her son. Nevertheless,
Mama Skipper ritually welcomed us with a batch of her fried apple or peach hand pies, which
she knew my mother adored. On the few occasions she made them after we arrived, she let me
fork-seal them before she slid them into the skillet.My mother, my aunt, my grandmother, these
were the women who taught me how to cook. For the first twenty years of my life in the food
world, I was busy learning how to create not just the “simple” food of my Southern heritage, but—
as I imagined—more sophisticated cuisines. My new teachers were masters like Child, Beard,
and Claiborne. Instead of fried chicken and coconut cakes it was daubes and pâté brisée, but it
was the same as standing beside Mom or Juliaette or Mama Skipper. I thought it was important
to master recipes and techniques. I called my first book The Perfect Recipe, and three of my
next six books all featured “perfect” somewhere in the title.A little later in life I started caring less
about how “good” my food was and more about how people enjoyed themselves at my table. In
other words, I became less like my mother and more like my father, less of a cook and more of
an eater. I knew I needed someone to teach me how to cook. Finding that teacher was easy. But



when I wanted to learn how to eat, I was surprised to look inside and see within me a man in a
sleeveless T-shirt, work pants, and suspenders, standing over a smoking grill.Until his retirement
Dad didn’t spend much time in the kitchen, but he ruled at all forms of outdoor cooking. During
the week he may have been a building inspector, but on the weekend, the chef and maître d’ in
him came alive. He was the force behind all of our family gatherings and neighborhood parties.
He looked for reasons to light a mound of charcoal and grill a few steaks. He looked forward to
his days on the boat, but what he really loved was frying up his catch.On a hot July day he’d buy
the biggest basket of peaches he could find. Sometimes he and Mom would make a big canister
of homemade peach ice cream. Other times he’d sit on the patio with his pocketknife, start
peeling away the fuzzy skin, and pass them around to eat. Either way the neighbors would
descend like flies to honey.Dad was most famous for his lemon chicken, but regardless of what
he threw on the grill, Mom’s accompaniments, which she splendidly mastered and dutifully
made, never changed. More vegetable than lettuce, her iceberg salads were equal part tomato
and carrot, green pepper and radish. In the later years she switched to bottled dressing, but at
an early age I learned from her how to dress a salad with oil and vinegar.Dad would time lighting
the grill to Mom’s sliding her foil-wrapped potatoes and onions into the hot oven. An hour later
the steamy packets would emerge, the sweet onions hidden between thick potato slices now
soft as marrow. As Dad was pulling the chicken off the fire, she’d hand him a basket of buttery
white loaf bread laced with garlic salt to toast on the grill.Mom was a good sous chef; she made
sure the chef had his mis. Even now I can hear him yell out from the backyard, “Della Ruth!
Where’s my basting brush?” Or “I need paper towels!” Mom would wearily come out and point to
it all. He’d always have a good reason why he hadn’t seen it.Dad was a confident griller, but he
was a little insecure about his lemon chicken. Sometimes the lemon flavor was pleasantly faint,
while other times it tasted as if the sauce had penetrated down to the bone. Dad always aimed
for the latter, but he was never quite sure how to control the outcome.Needing a little affirmation
before he took the chicken off the grill, he’d break off a wing for me to taste test. Not wanting to
disappoint, I always assured him it was perfect, complete with sound effects, lip licking, and eye
rolling, but he could read the truth in my eyes. (Never trust a hungry ten-year-old.) The grill lid
would fly open and he’d begin basting again, hoping his fire would stay alive long enough to get
a few more drops of lemon sauce onto the chicken.Dipping the chicken into the leftover basting
sauce was my favorite way to ensure puckery flavor (who worried about salmonella back then?)
but to Dad it meant failure. When he saw me sneak the leftover sauce to the table and slip a
piece of my breast meat into the bowl, he’d blame himself.He tried a number of experiments over
the years, but it wasn’t until one night soon after I’d left home that he called as giddy as a scratch-
ticket winner. “I’ve finally discovered the secret to perfect lemon chicken,” he exclaimed. He was
frying fish, he said, and toward the end his oil cooled off. His last batch of fish was greasy, and
he finally made the connection. What had been bad for his fish might be good for his chicken.
Next time, instead of basting the parts from start to finish as usual, he simply threw the chicken
parts on the grill and cooked them until they were virtually done. Then he took the fire down



really low and started brushing them with the sauce. Eureka.For years we continued to enjoy
Dad’s lemon chicken. Even though he had cracked the code, he still needed our reassurance
that the chicken was just right. I can still recite our little culinary liturgy.CHEF: This chicken
doesn’t taste lemony at all.RESPONSE: What are you talking about? The lemon flavor has
penetrated the chicken right down to the bone.CHEF: You think so? Mine doesn’t taste very
lemony.RESPONSE: Are you kidding? You must’ve gotten lucky again—this is the best lemon
chicken ever.He’d shrug it off, but he was pleased. We had told him all he needed to hear.Dad
grilled his last lemon chicken on Memorial Day 2012. Earlier that month, with cancer bedeviling
my mother and my father losing his memory, I had moved them into a retirement facility. After the
mess and trauma of moving they were ready for something enjoyable, so our family—Sharon
and Anthony, Maggy and Andy, and David—joined me in Florida for the holiday weekend to
celebrate Granny and Papa’s new digs and to help say good-bye to their home of thirty-five
years.By the time David and the kids came down, I had already managed the major furniture
transport to Mathison Retirement Center. Still, everyone wanted to gather one last time at the
home Mom and Dad had built on Deer Point Lake. The place looked like it had been tossed.
Everything worth taking had been moved to the new apartment. All that was left at the old place
were some random furniture, knickknacks that hadn’t made the cut, and stuff we hoped would
attract bargain hunters at our upcoming tag sale. Depression-era babies, Mom and Dad waste
little and part with even less, so it had been a hard day of negotiating what more they could take
to Mathison and what had to be left for the sale or (though it was never actually said) tossed in
the dumpster. By the end, Dad had had it. He was confused, frustrated, and angry.Our meal plan
for the day was to cook up as many freezer treasures as possible. Scrounging for dinner, we
found a big pack of chicken legs and thighs and a ziplock bag filled with fresh squeezed lemon
juice. Bingo. We’d get Dad to make his famous lemon chicken. One last time.David pulled the
grill out of the toolshed and set it up in the shade. He got a chair so Dad could sit. Then he and
the kids headed off to the store for a few last-minute ingredients. Just like the old days, it was just
Mom, Dad, and me left to make the meal.But it wasn’t like old times. With all the day’s activity
Mom’s chemo-infused body was worn out. She lay on one of the remaining couches like a bird in
shock: body perfectly still, eyes darting around the room as if spying for predators. As I
performed Mom’s role as sous chef, I looked out in the backyard to check on Dad. His chicken
was on fire, and he was just standing there. He didn’t know what to do. I raced out and doused
the fire. The chicken had almost charred, but with a little babying, it was salvageable. The
shopping crew returned, and the rest of dinner prep went smoothly.That night we finally sat
down to dinner, exhausted. We unwrapped our foiled potatoes and onions, tender and caramel-
bottomed. We served up oil-and-vinegar tossed salad, just the way Mom used to do it. We made
toast her way, too, garlicky and potent. As far as the chicken went, I was prepared to sing my part
in the old duet. But on a day when my father actually had good reason to declare his chicken
subpar, he took one bite and said, “This turned out a lot better than I thought it would.” In my
heart I was pleased he was content, but my head was telling me my father’s poor mind was



going fast.During my monthly visits the following year I witnessed Dad’s steady mental decline.
To compound his troubles, the unrelenting pressure that had made him near-blind in one eye
was now rising dangerously in his other one.Late April the lights went out, which marked the
beginning of Dad’s short end. He went blind. He stopped eating, a man who had had a lifelong
affair with food. When the health-care workers called with this news, I quickly made my way
down to Florida. Seeing the insipid institutional food on his plate I couldn’t blame a Southern
man on hunger strike. I got up early the next morning, made cheese grits, and carried them to
the nursing center where he’d been moved. I spoon-fed him, and he ate my grits like a hungry
baby. As an only child who lives a thousand miles to the north, I had the momentary delusion
that I could quit my life and career and live down there so that I could cook the kind of food my
father loved and spoon-feed him every day until he was back to his old self. When reality
returned, I cried a little, got on a plane, and flew home.Two days later, Dad’s attendant called to
say he was not breathing right, and they were taking him to the hospital. I considered heading for
the airport, but held off. The next day, at four in the morning, a nurse called. My father had
pneumonia. She recommended hospice. I caught a morning flight.Sharon picked me up in
Atlanta, and we drove the rest of the way to Panama City, Florida. Late afternoon we arrived at
the hospital. Unconscious, Dad’s body convulsed erratically as he labored to breathe. We sang,
we prayed, we read Psalms, we kissed, we hugged. Hospice took over, and for the next three
days Sharon and I midwifed Dad as he labored to his death. The night we thought his heart
would finally give out, we set up a cot next to his bed for Mom. With his bride lying beside him,
Dad died shortly after midnight.There was no family home anymore, so we all gathered at a
rented condominium on Panama City Beach. There was a lot to figure out in a short time, and it
felt odd but right when the girls and their spouses quietly excused themselves and started taking
charge. Sharon and Anthony and Maggy and Andy traded off handling meals and loving on my
mom, while David worked quietly on Dad’s eulogy.The funeral was on Mother’s Day. Dad had
been in decline so long I needed to be reminded of the vibrant man David eulogized. Flynn
Collins Skipper, he said, was king of the grill, lord of the fish fry, master of the ice cream freezer.
A host who wanted everyone to savor great food and most of all, as he always said, “Have a big
time!”After the service we proceeded in cars to Oakland Cemetery. As the funeral director
pushed a button and my father’s coffin sank slowly into its grave, I wondered what could I pull out
of this man before they shoveled dirt in his face. What of his life might live on in me? I knew what
it was. Once he swore off booze the only thing he really had to give was his passion for food and
his natural gift of big hospitality.Unlike Mom’s style, which was dutiful and serviceable, Dad’s way
was big and bold, generous and messy. He was the one who argued for throwing that extra steak
on the grill, whose night was made when everyone ate until they groaned. His way of cooking
and eating had been passed on to me, the way he would hold out a morsel of lemon chicken
when I couldn’t wait until the whole thing was off the grill and on the table—he would tear off a
blackened bit of wing, hold it out like the bread of heaven, and I would eat it from his hand.After
the burial David and I carefully squired my mom back to the rented condo and the makeshift



family reception while the kids went shopping. In short order Sharon and Anthony, Maggy and
Andy all walked into the place saddled with oversized bags of more meats and cheeses than we
could possibly eat and two bags of clinking bottles—wine, as the Psalm has it, to “make our
hearts glad.”Together, Maggy and Sharon presented me with a gin and tonic in some glass from
the rented kitchen cupboard, the tallest I have ever seen, smelling of lime and “perfumed” with a
capful of Bombay Sapphire splashed on top. I realized Dad had passed on his big living to them,
too. They knew it, and they smiled.Grilled Lemon ChickenSERVES 8Grilled Lemon Chicken was
my dad’s signature dish. Over the years he made it hundreds of times and was frustrated that
sometimes the lemon flavor would penetrate the chicken and other times it wouldn’t. After much
testing, he finally figured out that for a bright, fresh lemon flavor, submerge the chicken in a
lemon/garlic/oil mixture at the end of cooking—genius. The 1½ hour brining time is nice, but not
essential; skip it if you’re in a hurry (or using a kosher chicken). If you like, add 1 tablespoon of
minced fresh thyme or rosemary to the lemon marinade.Salt and ground black pepper2 (3 ½ to
4-pound) whole chickens, each cut into 10 pieces (4 breast pieces, 2 drumsticks, 2 thighs, 2
wings)6 garlic cloves, minced to a paste¼ cup olive oil1 cup lemon juiceDissolve ½ cup salt in 2
quarts cold water in a large container. Submerge chicken in brine, cover, and refrigerate for 1½
hours. Remove chicken from brine, rinse, and pat dry. Sprinkle with pepper.Mix garlic, oil, and
lemon juice in a bowl; set aside.Heat a gas grill, igniting all burners on high for at least 10
minutes or build a hot charcoal fire. Use a wire brush to clean the grill rack, then wipe a
vegetable oil–soaked rag over grill rack. Close lid to return grill to high temperature. Have water
close by to extinguish any flare-ups.Place chicken parts, skin side down, on hot grill rack. Cover
and grill until well browned on both sides, turning once about halfway through and extinguishing
flames as necessary, 15 to 20 minutes. Turn burners to medium-low, and working a few pieces at
a time, place chicken in lemon mixture and turn to thoroughly coat. Return to grill. Continue to
cook until a meat thermometer confirms that parts are done (160°F for breasts and 170°F for
legs and thighs), brushing with excess lemon mixture as the chicken continues to cook, 5 to 10
minutes longer. Transfer to a platter and serve.
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Mid-60s Midwestern Hot Mama, “I can't put this one down. Confessional? Memoir? Cookbook?
Kitchen inspiration? Life wisdom? I've been dipping into Three Many Cooks kind of out-of-
order....reading a chapter here, a chapter there. Love all three voices--mom and both daughters.
And I am quite taken with these very real stories, and the common story that all share. Brave,
smart, good! And boy, do I want to get into the kitchen and cook!”

Magic Jeannie, “A Must for the Foodie Library. One of the best food books I've eve read. Got it
from the library and then ordered my own copy from Amazon. Definitely a must for any foodie -
explains the human connection to food and cooking better than anything I've ever read. Good
recipes, too!”

Kit~Kat07, “From the pages of real life!. This has become a favorite read! The stories are funny,
touching and very real. The recipes are of the "cannot wait to try this" category. Would make a
great gift for daughters or nieces who love to read and cook!!”

Crystal Rowe, “Loved it!. Good recipes, wonderful stories, and all around beautifully written. I feel
like I know the three women, and want to join them in the kitchen the next time they are together.
They remind me of my own mom and sisters!”

Lucy Montgomery, “Food, faith, family and so much more!. I've known the Three Many Cooks for
20+ years. I love them not only as people, but also as food writers so I pre-ordered this book last
fall and looked forward to its arrival. The book was even better than I imagined (I read it in 2
days). It is a wonderfully written account about food, faith and family but offers the reader so
much more than just anecdotes and recipes. Three Many Cooks is more memoir than cookbook,
more what cooking means than how to cook. With a similar feel to the blog, each chapter is
written by one of the Cooks and capped off with a related recipe. It was fun to read pieces that
covered times and places that I know, but perhaps even more interesting to read those that filled
in the blanks or offered a different perspective. While each Cook has a distinct voice, all three
are warm, honest, introspective, fun and funny. I laughed, cried and genuinely enjoyed every
minute of Three Many Cooks -- I bet you will too!”

Sandra Hollaway, “I love this book easy recipes and I saw the cooks .... I love this book easy
recipes and I saw the cooks on tv they made a dish that was easy and simply yummy”

bonny french, “Good book - recommend it to all who love to .... Good book - recommend it to all
who love to cook and those who make the kitchen the heart of the home.”

B sam, “A beautiful, honest and funny food memoir by a mom and her two daughters.... To my



surprise, I could not put this book down. I spent the weekend with it in my hands... nodding,
smiling, laughing. I loved their honest writing and their wonderful sense of humor. And the
recipes all sound wonderful!”

The book by Pam Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 46 people have provided feedback.
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